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Superior X-legs Stonefly 

Matt Paulson, Superior Fly Angler – Superior, WI  
 
The original Superior X-legs was created by Jim Pollock of Duluth, MN in the early 2000s. He 
wanted a fly that could be used to target the kamloops rainbow trout on the north shore of 
Lake Superior. The fly was light weight with no bead and could be dead drifted at river mouths 
or brought back with a slow hand retrieve. It worked well on loopers, and of course, fisherman 
soon took it to the Brule and started drifting it under an indicator.  
 
The pattern had a sparse marabou tail, dubbed and ribbed abdomen, dubbed thorax, and sili 
legs tied in at the center of the thorax. The fly was whip finished at the center instead of the 
eye of the hook. As anglers began to drift it under an indicator, some started adding a bead 
head. Later, the dubbed abdomen was changed to brown stretch flex (basically scud back 
material), which gave it a more realistic segmented abdomen. I’ve started using vinyl d-rib for 
the abdomen, and that has worked well too. I’ve also switched to medium round rubber for the 
legs. This material seems tougher and doesn't break as easily the sili legs. An all brown nymph 
with a copper bead is the most popular color, but all black nymphs are a close second. Hot 
colored beads or tungsten beads can be used as well. This nymph is productive and easily 
adapted whether you’re fishing bluegills or steelhead! 
 

 

Recipe 

1. Hook: Tiemco 3761 sizes 6 – 14. 
2. Bead (optional): Copper, gold, black, or experiment with other colors. 
3. Thread: UNI-Thread 6/0 to match dubbing. Start the thread behind the bead and wrap the 

shank to just above the barb of the hook. 
4. Tail: Mini Marabou. Use a small bunch in brown, dark brown, or black. The tail will be about 

the length of the shank from behind the bead to the hook bend (keep it on the shorter side). 
Tie in and wrap forward over the marabou to behind the bead, build up a taper for the 
abdomen. Thread will be in the thorax area behind the bead. 



5. Abdomen: Use size medium or nymph Vinyl Rib or D-Rib in color of your choice for size 8 – 10 
hooks. Most popular color is brown or black. Tie in the rib to one side of the hook shank, 
wrap thread over the rib to the tail. Then, and wrap the thread back to the thorax. Wrap the 
D-Rib to the thorax and tie off. 

6. Thorax: SLF brown or black stonefly dubbing. Using about 1/3 of the hook shank behind the 
bead, dub a layer to the bead and back to the middle of the thorax. Building up a larger 
taper than the abdomen.  

7. Legs: Round rubber in brown or black. Use medium to fine, depending on hook size. Attach 
the legs to each side in the middle of the thorax getting the X-Legs look. Add dubbing 
between the legs, building up the thorax so the front legs angle forward in the perfect X-legs 
look. Dub tightly under the front legs bringing the thread behind the bead and whip finish. 
Trim legs. Done! 


